Fuels Marketplace for Wholesaler

Purchasing fuel has never been
easier or more efficient
Buying fuel in the downstream market is often a notoriously
resource-heavy, analog process, characterized by significant
inefficiencies around price discovery, order capture, and
back-office functions.
To secure the best deals, you need better pricing visibility,
the ability to quickly negotiate with multiple suppliers
simultaneously, and be able to execute transactions digitally —
with just the click of a button, from anywhere. Fuels Marketplace
helps you do all of this and more.

It’s never been easier to:
• Improve buying efficiencies – increase your volumes and
more effectively execute transactions by reducing manual
processes and simultaneously negotiating with multiple
suppliers.
• Streamline your processes – automatically receive order
confirmations from sellers and upload sales orders directly
into your ETRM with scalable, cloud-based, back-office
integration.
• Quickly reconcile information – reduce accounting errors
and processing time with improved workflows that help you
validate information from various sources.
Now you can order fuel, negotiate the best prices, arrange
delivery, chat with suppliers, and examine purchase reports all
in one platform.

“Fuels Marketplace
is a really useful
tool. It’s simple
to use, helping
us make quick
and efficient
purchases.”
Patrick Smith, commercial
manager, Portland Fuel

Fuels Marketplace for Wholesaler

Seamless back-office integration –
significantly reduce administrative
tasks by uploading orders directly into
your ETRM systems via API integration,
plus receive many other timesaving,
automated notifications.

Powerful contract management –
manage both intraday and fixed-term
contracts directly on the platform,
enabling you to nominate fuel
purchases against existing contracts,
simplifying the transaction process.

User-friendly front end – Fuels
Marketplace boasts an easy-to-use
dashboard that’s accessible via both
desktop and mobile devices.

Detailed, visual reports – more
effectively manage contract volumes
for each supplier and view remaining
volumes for easy management.

Enhanced price visibility – view live,
dynamic pricing, specific to you
from multiple suppliers on one
convenient dashboard.

Custom branding – make offers and
negotiate with multiple sellers quickly and
easily via the chat function, dramatically
reducing communication burdens for both
you and your suppliers.
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